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SQL*Plus is available at every Oracle site--from the largest data warehouse to the smallest single-user system--and it's a critical tool for virtually every Oracle user. Despite its wide use, few developers and DBAs know how powerful a tool SQL*Plus can be.
This pocket reference provides quick reference information that will help you use SQL*Plus, Oracle's interactive query tool. It summarizes all of the SQL*Plus syntax, including the syntax for the Oracle9i release. This book boils down the most vital information from Gennick's best-selling book, "Oracle SQL8Plus: The Definitive Guide", into an accessible summary and works as a vital companion to the larger book. It concisely describes interacting with SQL*Plus, selecting data, formatting reports with SQL*Plus, and tuning SQL queries. It also contains quick references to the SQL*Plus commands and format elements. 

The new 2nd edition of our Oracle SQL*Plus Pocket Reference includes many new features for Oracle9i (e.g., COALESCE function, searched CASE expressions, new table join syntax, partition operations, MERGE statement, and syntax changes in existing SQL*Plus statements such as ACCEPT, DESRIBE, HELP, and SET) It also adds sections on basic SQL (a much-requested feature): INSERT, DELETE, UPDATE, SELECT, and transaction management. The pocket reference size is especially appropriate for this particular subject, since Oracle SQL*Plus is used on every possible platform, it's particularly convenient to be able to carry a small book around from office computer to home computer to laptop.     

       Provides quick reference information that will help you use SQL Plus, Oracle's interactive query tool.  Summarizes all of the SQL Plus syntax, including the syntax for new Oracle8i release 8.1.6 features.  Softcover.     --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.    
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Handbook of Gastroenterologic Procedures (Lippincott Williams & Wilkins Handbook Series)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2005

	
		The thoroughly updated and greatly expanded Fourth Edition of the best-selling Manual of Gastroenterologic Procedures covers all diagnostic and therapeutic procedures in current use for adult and pediatric patients. Fifty procedures—both endoscopic and non-endoscopic—are described in a concise, structured,...
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Unconstrained Face Recognition (International Series on Biometrics)Springer, 2005
Face recognition has been actively studied over the past decade and continues to be a big research challenge. Just recently, researchers have begun to investigate face recognition under unconstrained conditions. Unconstrained Face Recognition provides a comprehensive review of this biometric, especially face recognition from video, assembling a...
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Go Programming Blueprints - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2017

	
		Build real-world, production-ready solutions in Go using cutting-edge technology and techniques

	
		About This Book

		
			Get up to date with Go and write code capable of delivering massive world-class scale performance and availability
	
			Learn to apply...
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How the Internet Works (8th Edition)Que, 2006
Have you ever wanted to know how data travels from computer to computer, around the world? Have you ever wondered how Web sites can track users or how newsgroups work? How the Internet Works shows you how with easy-to-follow, four-color visual spreads tracking the path data flows and the hardware involved. Now entering its fourth year, How the...
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NeurologyThieme Medical Publishers, 2003

	Mumenthaler's Neurology has become a major textbook and reference throughout the world. The comprehensiveness of the information condensed into this 600-page pocketbook will appeal to students, residents, general practitioners, and neurology specialists needing a rapid reference on neurological problems. The new edition incorporates new...
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Functional Python Programming: Discover the power of functional programming, generator functions, lazy evaluation, the built-in itertools library, and monads, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create succinct and expressive implementations with functional programming in Python

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn how to choose between imperative and functional approaches based on expressiveness, clarity, and performance
	
			Get familiar with complex concepts such as monads,...
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